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ON THE STRUCTURE OF MANPOWER PLANNING, A CONTRIBUTION OF SIMULATION 

EXPERIMENTS WITH DECOMPOSITION METHODS 

by 

J.D. van der Bij, J. Wessels, J. Wijngaard 

Abstract 

In this paper a persennel system is considered, consisting of one persennel 

group, located in different organizational units. 

It is analysed how much easier it is to match persennel availability to 

persennel requirement, when the flexibility within the persennel group is 

used. This is done by camparing the performance of integrated planning 

coordinated planning and decomposed planning. 

Results are derived by simulation experiments. 

1. Introduetion 

Persennel planning is defined as the process of matching persennel re

quirement and persennel availability. On the requirement side one dis

tinguishes task oriented units e.g. profit centres, plants, departments 

etc. A straightforward possibility then is to execute persennel planning 

within such task oriented units. However, in many cases there is a certain 

mobility of persennel over the boundaries of these task oriented units. 

To take this into account the best possibility would be to execute per

sennel planning in units, such that this mobility can be used in an easier 
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way. Take for instanee the group of managers. In many organizations man

power planning activities are developed for this whole group over the 

boundaries of the task oriented units. But this approach also has disad

vantages. The information processing can be much more complicated and the 

allocation of the persennel to the various task oriented units may be a 

problem. Full integration of these task oriented units w.r.t. the persounel 

requires a kind of matrix structure in the organization, which makes de

cision making complex. It is important therefore to know how such an inte

gration impraves the degree to which persounel availability and persounel 

requirement can be matched. 

It is possible to distinguish three ways of persounel planning: 

I. integrated planning: there is complete coordination between the task 

oriented units w.r.t. the personnel; 

2. coordinated planning: first a persounel plan for each of the task orient

ed units is made; then these plans are coordinated; 

3. decomposed planning: there is no coordination between the task oriented 

units w.r.t. the personnel. 

The perfomance of these three ways of planning is investigated in section 

5 by considering one persounel group (for instance: the group of managers) 

which is located in two different task oriented units (for instance: profit 

centres) of an organization. Within this persounel group, there is a cer

tain mobility between the task oriented units. In both task oriented units 

reeruitment is possible and from bath task oriented units there is a cer

tain turnover (see fig. 1). 
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Figure I. Manpower flows within one persounel group, located in different 
task oriented units. 

All planning methods, which will be investigated in this paper, are of the 

rolling plan type (see [IJ). That means that every period a persounel plan 

is made over a certain horizon for the system depicted in figure 1 on the 

basis of information which is available at that moment. The first period 

decisions following from this plan, are executed. The next period another 

plan is made, based on information which is available at that moment etc. 

A linear programming approach has been chosen to construct the plans. Not 

because we think that linear programming is in most practical situations 

the best way to derive manpower plans. In practice a lot of judgement has 

to be used to derive manpower plans. But in this study we need a formal 

objective function to be able to estimate and compare the performance of 

each of the planning procedures. 

Simulation is used to investigate how each of the planning procedures 

performs in situations where the perosonnel requirement is partly predict-

able. The performance of the procedures is measured by the degree to which 

the actual persounel population matches the·pereennel requirement. 

In section 2 a more detailed description of the persounel system will be 

given and in section 3 the various planning methods are considered in more 

detail. In section 4 the design of the simulation experiments is treated 
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and in section 6 some general remarks are presented with respect to the 

use of simulation experiments to get insight in the structure of manpower 

planning. 

2. Description of the persounel system 

In this paper a persennel system will be considered which consists of one 

persennel group (for instance: the group of managers) located in two 

different task oriented units (for instance: profit centres) of an orga

nization. This system can be depicted in figure I. 

Internal reeruitment from other persounel groups or external reeruiment 

is possible in both .task oriented units. The turnover from both task 

oriented units is assumed to be a fixed fraction of the number of people 

in the respective units. The maximum mobility (per period) in a task 

oriented unit is assumed to be a fixed fraction of the number of people 

in that unit. Firing (negative recruitment) is not allowed. The future 

manpower requirement in both task oriented units is partly predictable. 

The following model describes the development of the manpower availability 

at time t: 

Xt(I):= (I-a) Xt-I(I) + Rt(I) Mt(I) + Mt(2), x0 (I) given, 

Xt(2):= (I-a) Xt_ 1(2) + Rt(2) + Mt(l) Mt(2), x0 (2) given, 

where the following notatien has been used: 

Xt(i):= number of people in task oriented unit i at timet, 

Rt(i):= reeruitment in task oriented unit i in period (t-l,t], 

Mt(i):= number of people going from task oriented unit i to the other 

task oriented unit in period (t-I,t], 

mmob:= maximum mobility fraction, 

. a:= turnover fraction. 
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Mt(i) and Rt(i) are the decision variables and have to satisfy the fol

lowing restrictions: 

Mt(i) ~ mmob xt_ 1(i) 

Mt(i), Rt(i) ~ 0 

(i = 1 t 2)' 

(i = 1 t 2). , 

The manpower requirementprocess is assumed to be autonomous. The structure 

of this requirement process is very important for the performance of the 

planning methods, Consider, for instance, the possibility that the manpower 

requirement in both task oriented units is highly correlated. In that case 

coordination between the two task oriented units is not very useful because 

both units have the same personnel problems, so they cannot help each other. 

The reliability of the predictions of the persennel requirement is also an 

important aspect. In this paper we only consider requirement processes 

i~ which the persennel requirement in each task oriented unit fluctuates 

around an average which is independent of time. 

The following model is used to generate the rnapower requirement in task 

oriented unit 1 (i= 1,2): 

Gt(i):= 0(i) + ut(i) + kt(i) , 

where the following notation has been used: 

Gt(i):= required number of people in task oriented unit i at time t, 

e(i) := average requirement in task oriented unit i, 

ut(i):= unknown fluctuations of the average requirement in task oriented 

unit i in per'iod (t-1,t]: in period.~[t-1,t) only ut(i),

ut_1(i), ••• ,u0(i) are known, 

kt(i):= known fluctuations of the average requirement in task oriented unit 

i in period (t-1,t], in period [t-l,t): kt(i) (i= 1,2) 1s known 

for all t E ~ u {0}. 
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That means that an estimate of Gt+t (i) in period [ -t-1, t) ( notatien 

-G n(i)) will be given by: t,..., 

Gt,O(i) = Gt(i) ; i = 1,2 ' 

Gt,t(i) =.8(i) + kt+t(i) ; t > 0, ~ = 1,2. 

To be able to take into account a certain correlation between the require-

ment in different task oriented units, the variablles u and k are generated 

in the following way: 

k ( .) 8(i) {ket + kut(i)} t ~ := 8(1) + 8(2) 

where uu(.), uc, ku(.), kc are mutually independent identically distributed 
• • 

2 2 2 2 
normal variables with mean 0 and varianee resp. cru(u), cru(c), crk(u), crk(c). 

That means that: 

u~(i) only contributes to unknown fluctuations in task oriented unit i 

in period (t-1,t], 

c ut contributes to unknown fluctuations in both task oriented units in 

period (t-1,t], 

k~(i) only contributes to known fluctuations in task oriented unit i in 

period (t-1, t], 

kc contributes to known fluctuations in both task oriented units in period 
t 

(t-1,t], 

8(i) 
8 (I) + 8 (2) isafactor which ensures that cr{Gt(I)}/cr{Gt(2)} = 8(1)/8(2). 

The purpose of manpower planning in this persennel system is the matching 

of manpower availability to manpower requirement. Reeruitment and mobility 

are the control variables. The quality of each planning method j is measured 
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by the average value of: 

3. Description of the planning metbod 

In this section the three planning methods integrated planning, coordinated 

planning and decomposed planning are introduced. In all planning methods 

the construction of a personnel plan is based on detailed information 

about the turnover and the required number of people in the respective 

task oriented units. Reeruitment in both units can be used as a contról 

variable. All planning methods use the control variable mobility between 

the units in a different way. In the integrated planning metbod each period 

a long term plan is made in which reeruitment in both units and the use of 

mobility between the units are the decision variables. In the coordinated 

planning metbod each period a long term plan for each task oriented unit 

is made in which reeruitment can be used as a decision variable; for the 

first period an assignment plan is made in which these two long term plans 

are adjusted to each other. In this short term assignment plan mobility 

between the units is also a decision variable. In the decomposed planning 

metbod each period a long term plan is made for each task oriented unit 

in which re~ruitment is a decision variable. These two long term plans are 

not adjusted to each other. The same notation as in section 2 will be used. 

3.1. Integrated planning with planning horizonT 

Starting point for this planning metbod is a full integration between the 

task oriented units. The construction of the long term plan from time t -1 
0 

onwards is basedon the following minimization problem for Xt(i), Rt(i) 

and Mt(i) 
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(1-a) xt_ 1(1) + Rt(1)- Mt(1) + Mt(2) , xt _1(1) 
0 

= (1-a) Xt-!(2) + Rt(2) + Mt(I) - Mt(2), Xt _ 1(2) 
0 

given 

given, 

The first period decisions of this plan are executed, which give the opti-

. * ( * mal solut1ons Xt I) and Xt (2). In general there are more optimal solu-
0 0 

tions. To reduce the set of optimal solutions, a small penalty has been 

assigned to the mobility in order to avoid optimal solutions with mobility 

used in bath directions at the same time. 

3.2. Coordinated planning with planning horizon T 

In this planning methad a long term persennel plan is made for each task 

oriented unit separately. In these long term plans the need for recruits 

in every task oriented unit is.analysed for every period. This part of the 

planning methad is called the decomposition part. Afterwards, coordination 
. 

takes place between the task oriented units for the first period. So, if 

one unit has a surplus of persennel in the next period and the other unit 

has a shortage of personnel, mobility between the units can be used. So the 

first period decisions following from the two long term plans have to be 

adjusted to each other. This is done in the coordination part of the planning 

method. 
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A. Decomposition part 

The construction of the long term plan of unit i is based on the following 

Thé optima! first period reeruitment in unit i is denoted by R~ (i). If 
0 

one unit has a surplus of persennel and the other unit a shortage, mobility 

between the units can be used. A first period assignment plan is made in 

which the mobility is used. The construction of this plan is described 

next. 

B. Coordination part 

The first period assignment plan is made in the following way. If R; (1) = 
0 

* * * Rt (2) = 0 or Rt (1) > 0 and Rt (2) > 0, the use of mobility is not possible 
0 0 0 

or not necessary respectively. In the first case the actual first period 

* * reeruitment in both units is chosen 0, so Rt (1):= 0 and Rt (2):= O. Also 
0 0 

in the second case the actual reeruitment is equal to the reeruitment fol-

lowing from the long term plans. In. both cases the optimal first period 

salution X~ (i) for task oriented unit i is given by: 
0 

x~ (i) 
0 
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* If RtO (1) = 
* * * 0 and Rt (2) > 0 or Rt (1) > 0 and R (2) = O, the mobility 
o o to 

between the task oriented units may be used. For instance, if R* (1) = 0 
to 

and R: (2) > O, it is possible that there-is a surplus of personnel in 
0 

task oriented unit 1 and there is certainly a shortage of personnel in task 

oriented unit 2. At first it must be checked whether there is a surplus 

of personnel in unit 1 or not. Afterwards it must be checked that the de-

sired number of people to transfer from unit to unit 2 does not exceed 

** mmob Xt _ 1(1). That means that Mt (1), Rt (1) (optimal first period re-
0 0 0 

cruitment in unit 1) and R:*(2) (optimal first period recruitment in unit 2) 
0 

have to be chosen in the following way: 

R;*(l):= min[ max(O,(l~o.)Xt _ 1(1) 
0 0 

- c 0 (1)), 
to, 

nnnob xt
0
_ 1(1)J , 

Mt (l):= min[R~*(l), R~ (2)] , 
0 0 0 

** * Rt (2):= Rt (2) - M (1) 
o o to 

* x~ (2) x ( 1) and are given by: 
to 0 

* - M (1) Xt (1) = ( 1-a) xt -1 (I) 
0 0 to 

* (I-a) xt -1 (2) + R**(2) xt (2) = + Mt ( 1) • 
0 0 to 0 

The first period decisions, one gets in this way, are executed. 

Notice that it is possible to change the decomposition part of this planning 

method in the sense that (to a certain extent) it is allowed for the units 

to give up a negative recruitment in the long term plans. In that case 

in the long term plans the units account on the possibility to transfer 

people on the short term from one un~t to the other. One can restrict 

the recruitment in the long term plan of unit i by, for instance, 

- -e mmob X 1 (i) where 13 is a nonnegative number smaller than 1. That means 
t-
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that the first period recruitment following from these long term plans 

may be infeasible. So an assignment plan has to be made to obtain feasible 

solutions. In case of complete correlation between the manpower require-

ment of the two units, a must be 0 since both units have the same personnel 

problems. So a certainly depends Dil this correlation. We tried out a few 

values of a. Although the performance of the coordinated planning method 

was sometimes better with a positive value of a (instead of a= 0), we 

chose a = 0 since the performance of the planning method was very unstable 

for variations of mmob when a was chosen positive. 

3.3. Decomposed planning with planning horizon T 

In this planning method no coordination takes place between the task orient-

ed units. So every unit makes its own long term plan and first period de-

cisions of this plan are executed. That means that the construction of the 

long term plan of unit i is the same as the construction of the long term 

plan which has been described in the decomposition part of the coordinated 

planning method, but in this case no first period assignment plan is made 

afterwards. 

4. Design of the simulation experiments 

In the simulations performed here, the following parameters have been 

varied: 

2 
variance u~(I) u~(2) CJ (u) := of and u 

2 
CJk(u):= variance of k~( I) and k~(2) 

2 
variance c CJ (c) := of ut u 

2 
variance kc CJk(c):= of t 

mmob :=the maximum mobility fraction, 

a := the turnover fraction • 
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Tile following parameters have been fixed: 

0(1) = 0(2) = 50; one may fix the average personnel requirement without 

loss of generality; 

x0 (2) = 50; the number of people in each unit at time 0 is 

assumed to be equal to the average personnel re-

quirement in that unit; 

T = 5; it is shown in [6] that 5 is an acceptable planning horizon if 

the turnover is about 10%; 

N = 90; all simulation experiments have been executed over 90 periods 

of time; 

a sample from a normal distribution with µ = 0 and cr
2 = I has been used 

to generate realizations of the various variables in the demand process; 

since the use of different random number sets for different simulation 

experiments would be and extra source of variance, we used the same set 

of random numbers in all experiments; 

2 2 2 2 
cru(u) + cru(c) + crk(u) + crk(c) = 100; the coefficient of variation of the 

manpower requirement process in task oriented unit i, which is given by: 

2 2 2 2 
au(u)+cru(c)+crk(u)+crk(c) e(i) cr~ (u)+cr~ (c)+cr; (u)+cr; (c) I e(i) = e( I) + 0(2) 

has been taken constant (I/IO). 

2 2 2 
Notice that by varying the parameters cr (u), cr (c), crk(u), 

u u 
2 

of predictability can be simulated. Only the cases cr (u) = 
u 

e(I) + 0(2) 

many degrees 

= 0 (deter-

2 
ministic case) and crk(u) 

2 = crk(c) = 0 (stochastic case) have been considered 

in this paper. 

At the end of each simulation experiment 

I 90 
C(j):= - l C(j,t) 

90 t=l 
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has been computed for each planning method j. On the basis of this average 

cost, the three planning methods, described in section 3, have been com-

pared. 

5. Some results 

In this section some results are presented of simulation experiments with 

the three planning methods described in section 3. In the figures and tables 

the integrated planning with planning horizon Twill be denoted by int(T), 

the coordinated planning method with planning horizon T by coor(T) and the 

decomposed planning method with planning horizon T by dec(T). 

5.1. The turnover fraction a 

When the turnover fraction increases, all costs will decrease. The per-

formance of the integrated planning method is best and the performance of 

the decomposed planning method is worst. However, these differences are 

decreasing when the turnover fraction increases. When the turnover fraction 

increases, average costs of coordinated planning are coming close to 

average costs of integrated planning. This is shown in table I for the 

case that all fluctuations in the manpower requirement are known (deter-

ministic case). If all fluctuations are unknown (stochastic case), the re-

sults are of the same type. 

average costs model parameters 

int(5) coor(5) dec(5) I 2 2 2 2 tm11ob au(c)au(u) ak (c) ,ak (u) a 

3.37 3.63 4.04 

I 
o,o 50,50 0.05 O. 10 

1. 67 1. 75 2.10 o,o 50,50 0. 10 0. 10 
0.75 o. 77 0.92 

I 
o,o 50,50 o. 15 o. 10 

0.30 0.30 0.41 o,o 50,50 0.20 o. 10 
0.06 0.06 0.18 o,o 50,50 0.25 0.10 

Table 1. Performance of the three planning methods in the deterministic 
case when the turnover fraction increases. 

! 
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5.2. The maximum mobility fraction mmob 

The performance of the decomposed planning method is independent of the 

maximum mobility fraction, since in this planning method mobility is not 

used at all. The performance of the other two planning methods is im-

proving when the maximum mobility fraction increases. Since the manpower 

requirement is relatively stable, not much mobility is necessary to make the 

personnel problems in both task oriented units more or less the same. A 

higher mobility will not help anymore to solve the personnel problems. That 

explains why the performance does not get much better for maximum mobility 

fractions higher than 0.10. The use of mobility in the long term plans 

causes a better performance than the use of mobility only on the short 

term. The performance of the three planning methods ,\Vhen the maximum mobility 

fraction increases, is shown in figure 2 for the (deterministic) case 

2 
a (u) = O. Results in the stoch

u 

astic case are of the same type. 

average 

r 2.10 I costs 

2.00 

•- - - --•·- - - - -•-- - - -·• --· -- - ··•dec(5) 

1.90 

1 .so 

I. 70 
>< , - e> - - - __ • _____ 8 _____ • coor (5) 

L65 x .. - - - _ x - - - - - x _ - - - - x int (5) 

0.05 0.10 0. 15 0.20 o.~ 
mmob 

Figure 2. Performance of the three planning methods when the maximum 
mobility fraction increases (deterministic case). 
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5.3. The correlation in the personnel requirement in different task oriented units 

When the manpower requirement in both task oriented units is completely 

correlated, the performance of all the planning methods is the same, since 

mobility can't be used. This is confirmed by the results in table 2. 

average costs model parameters 

int(5) coor(5) dec(5) 
2 2 2 2 

mm.ob cr (c) ,cr (u) crk {c) ,crk (u) ex u u 

7.03 7.03 7.03 o,o 100,0 0.01 0.01 

7.74 7.74 7.74 100,0 o,o 0.01 0.01 

Table 2. Performance of the three planning methods, when fluctuations in 
the future demand in different task oriented units are completely 
correlated. 

If the correlation in the requirement in different units decreases, mobi-

lity can be used again in the integrated planning methcid and in the coor-

dinated planning method, so average costs of these two planning methods 

will become smaller than average costs of the decomposed planning method. 

In general the performance of integrated planning is better than the per-

formance of coordinated planning. However, in the stochastic case, the 

difference is not clear anymore. Some of these results are shown in table 

3 for the stochastic case. In this table average costs of coordinated 

planning and decomposed planning are related to average costs of inte-

grated planning. If a number in this table is negative, it can be con-

eluded that the planning method in question performs better than integrated 

planning in that case. 
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!average costs related to average 
costs of integrated planning model parameters 

int(5) coor(5) dec(5) 2 2 2 2 cr (c) ,cr (u) crk (c) ,crk (u) (). mmob u u 

0 o.oo o.oo 100,0 o,o o. 10 o. 10 
0 -0.02 0.20 75,25 o,o o. 10 o. 10 

0 -0.01 0.48 50,50 o,o o. 10 o. 10 

0 -0.01 0.60 25,75 o,o o. 10 o. 10 

0 0.01 0.74 o, 100 o,o o. lo I o. 10 

Table 3. Performance of coordinated planning and decomposed planning 
related to the performance of integrated planning if the corre
lation between fluctuations in the future demand in different 
task oriented units decreases (stochastic case). 

6. General remarks 

This kind of simulation experiments can only be executed in relatively 

simple personnel systems. That means that: 

only (a few) important personnel relations between the units in the or-

ganization can be taken into account 

only a few organizational units can be considered 

This means that only global insight can be obtained about how to handle 

in a real situation when mainly manpower planning aspects have to be taken 

into account. 

Looking at the average costs of the planning methods, an idea can be ob-

tained for which values of the system parameters all planning will be 

difficult and for which values of the system parameters there will be a 

difference in performance between the planning methods. 
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